
Fortune Atrium Hotel, Bur Dubai, Dubai is a 4 Star Hotel.

Its proximity to the Dubai International Airport Terminal 1,2 
& 3, the Dubai World Trade Centre, Embassy district, Meena 
Bazaar, Abra and Creek view makes the property a favoured 

option for both business and leisure-travellers. 

The hotel is designed to invoke a perfect balance of 
rejuvenation and calm. The contemporary interiors set an 

independent attitude and exclusive identity for the property; 
creating a personal characteristic and lively ambiance while 

simultaneously unifying the different spaces.

The spacious entrance, Atrium style lobby surrounds you 
with an aura of warmth and a friendly welcome. 

The hotel is located in the midst of the bustling ambiance 
that surrounds Bur Dubai, Karama and Oud Maitha - Dubai. 

A total of 168 keys catering to all needs and types of guests, 
this 4 star Hotel hosts a mix of Executive Suites, Deluxe 

Rooms, Standard Double and Twin Rooms, Interconnecting 
rooms for families and special arrangements are also made 

for physically disabled guests.

www.fortunehotels.ae



168 Luxurious Rooms & Suites

Fortune Atrium Hotel, Bur Dubai - Dubai
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Flat Screen IP Television

In-Shape has helped
thousands of people look and

feel better across the UAE and
the In-Shape fitness center at

the newly opened
Fortune Park Hotel is no

exception.

With state-of-the-art
gymnasium, Rooftop

Swimming Pool,
SPA you have more than

one reason to get in shape
and stay fit.

Located At Mezzanine Floor

The Freddy's in Dubai resonates to the vibrant beat of 
London. Popular for the multitude of big-screen and flat-
screen Tvs broadcasting year-round LIVE sporting events, 
this Sports Bar and Café serves up casual fare for good 
times. Complete with a pool table for a little action on 
the floor. No matter where in the world you come from, 
you'll feel at home here.

It is the ultimate pace to be to kick back and relax.

Located At Mezzanine Floor

Indian Speciality Restaurant 

Located At Lobby Level
24/7 Pan Asian Cuisine 

Open Round the Clock

Is a feast for the eyes as well the stomach. When you 
enter 24/7 you will be hit right away with the stylish 
décor. As you sit down to dine, you will find the staff 
accommodating and eager to please. 

Now, on the food As a Pan Asian cuisine restaurant, we 
present a little bit of everything, starting with Chinese, 
Thai to Japanese.
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